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Abstract 
Probability density estimation is an important tool in Data Analysis and many other areas, where it is often used for exploratory 
data analysis or as a part of another estimator. However, the population who can express to distribution of a beautiful form which 
appears in the statistical textbook can hardly be found out. Then it is a problem why the probability density function is expressed. 
The estimation of a probability density function based on a sample of independent identically distributed observations is essential 
in a wide range of applications. The estimation method of Probability Density Function -- (1) a parametric method (2) a 
nonparametric method and (3)a semi-parametric method etc. -- it is. I n this paper, GMM problem is taken up as a semi-
parametric method and We use a wavelet method as a powerful new technique. Compactly supported wavelets are particularly 
interesting because of their natural ability to represent data with intrinsically local properties. 
Keywords: Probabitlity Density Function; Kernel;Bandwidth; GMM Problem; Finite Mixture Distribution 
1.  Introduction 
In Data Analysis, we surely have to consider a Probability Density Function. However, the population who can 
express to distribution of a beautiful form which appears in the statistical textbook can hardly be found out. Then, it 
is a problem why the Probability Density Function is expressed. 
The estimation of a Probability Density Function based on a sample of independent identically distributed 
observations is essential in a wide range of applications.  The estimation method of Probability Density Function  
1. a parametric method   
2. a nonparametric method  
3. a semi-parametric method   etc. Data   -- it is.  
In this paper, GMM problem is taken up as a semi-parametric method and We use a wavelet method as a 
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powerful new technique. Compactly supported wavelets are particularly interesting because of their natural ability to 
represent data with intrinsically local properties. For this reason, the application to GMM of a wavelet is natural. 
The problem of estimating density functions using data from different distributions, and a mixture of them, is 
considered. Maximum likelihood and Bayesian parametric techniques are summarized and various approaches using 
distribution-free kernel methods are expounded.  
Although estimation of the Probability Density Function is made by various methods, it comes in subsequent 
theoretical deployment to a deadlock in many cases. How is the expressing method by the contaminated normal 
distribution expressed as one of the modes of expression of a Probability Density Function in the form of the linear 
combination of the normal distribution used as the basis of the present-day statistical theory? 
The importance is recognized in the field with various problems which decompose one population into some 
partial population observations  
2. Kernel Probability Density Estimation  
The method by a kernel function is one of the methods of presuming a Probability Density Function using a 
normal distribution like the problem of GMM. Both methods expressed in the form of the linear combination of a 
normal distribution. But the method GMM is more convenience in use. 
Here, presumption of the Probability Density Function by kernel function expression is used to make the signal 
for the analysis of GMM using Wavelet. The Probability Density Function using Gaussian kernel is expressed as 
follows considering K g  as a standard normal distribution function. 
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Bandwidth h s called a smoothing parameter or window width.  When Bandwidth h is a small value, the local 
characteristic of a density function is expressed finely, and a smoother expression is shown when Bandwidth h is a 
large value. It is the same as that of the scale parameter of Wavelet. The choice of kernel Bandwidth controls the 
smoothness of the probability density curve. 
The following graph shows the density estimate for the same data using different Bandwidths.  
 
Fig. 1. Kernel function density estimation using a gauss kernel function with different bandwidth h 
 
In Fig.1 Kernel function density estimation using a gauss kernel function with different bandwidth h for data 
which sample size is equal to 117930 is shown.  A black line is the estimated density function. A red line is the 
gauss kernel function (1/100 of 117930) which increased the size 200 times.  From now on, it will be observed in the 
large place of variation that the kernel function is complicated. 
 
Later, GMM analysis using which made kernel function density estimation the signal is conducted two different 
Bandwidth(s) .  
Although it is in how to decide a bandwidth with Sturges's rule, Scott's rule, and Friedman-Daiconis's rule6),I 
think that deciding automatically has a problem even if it uses which rule. According to the purpose of analysis, you 
should decide by making Bandwidth fixed under these rules into a standard. 
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3. Formulization of a gauss system wavelet and GMM (gauss mixed model) 
 3.1 Formulization of GMM (gauss mixed model) 
㻌GMM (Gaussian Mixture Model) is a statistics model expressed by alignment combination of the Gauss basis 
function, and is a technique often used by speech recognition etc. GMM consists of n normal distributions and 
mixed dignity i  of each distribution, mean i , and distributed i can express it.    A density function with the scale 
parameter which expresses a measure as position is called location scale density function. It is a location scale 
density function which makes a normal distribution and an average a location parameter and has standard deviation 
as a scale parameter. 
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3.2 Wavelets Analysis 
Wavelets analysis is investigating a relation with an observation signal use Scale parameter: Elasticity Expansion 
dilation   
: Mother wavelet
:Scale parameter   ( expands to a time base direction)  : Transformer   (parallel translation to a time base direction)  
x b
x
a
a b

Transformer rate: Parallel translation, move basis function Mother wavelet on a shift time-axis (it is with the Mother 
wavelet of a gauss system this time.)  
( )f x    Signal function,
x b
a
Wavelet transform is as follows when it is considered as a wavelet.   [2]  
,
1 x b
CWT a b f x dx
aa
                     (3) 
At (3), f x is (1) type is substituted.  Moreover, let the wavelet function to be used be the following gauss of  
the first order(3), or a gauss  wavelet function of the second order (Mexican hat) (5).  
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These become the first order differential coefficient of a gauss wavelet function, and the second order differential 
coefficient. 
4. Analysis by continuation wavelet transform 
4.1 Analysis of a normal distribution 
A normal distribution function is considered as a generality. 
It is expanded and contracted by the parameter a d parallel translation of the wavelet function is carried out by the 
parameter b. In the frequency function of a normal distribution, since there is mean value in that the maximum is 
given, the differential coefficient of the first floor in there is set to 0. 
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Moreover, the position of standard deviation are x . The differential coefficient of the second floor of 
the f  are the position of the point of inflection used as 0. 
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The character to be a location scale density function which makes a normal distribution and a mean is a location 
parameter and has standard deviation as a scale parameter, The analysis of GMM is tried using the wavelet analysis
which makes the scale parameter a (elastic expansion) transformer rate b (parallel translation) correspond to a basis
function (Mother wavelet), and conducts signal analysis.
First, it becomes like wavelet transform, then the following type about the normal distribution of types using the
primary gauss type wavelet function.
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Set a and b at (8). (8) will be set to 0 ,if it becomes.
Moreover, it becomes like wavelet transform, then the following type about the normal distribution of types
using the secondary gauss type wavelet function.
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In (9), it is a [small enough]. b It is alike, it sets and (9) types are set to 0. 
Fig. 2. Fig. 1 Wavelet transform of frequency function
a) Normal distribution curve       b)Primary gauss wavelet transform
c)  Secondary gauss (Mexican hat) wavelet transform
In Fig.2, a showed the wavelet transform by the primary gauss function of a) normal distribution curve ,by b)
which showed the normal distribution curve, c) The wavelet transform by a Mexican hat function was shown.
The result of Fig.2.b) -- wavelet transform is showing zero value in the point of giving mean value. And as a
result, the value of a wavelet is in respect of mean value, and figure 1 c takes the local maximum. , It is 
shown that come out and the value of a wavelet has become 0, respectively
4.2 Analysis of GMM
. A problem is a density function of observational data distribution. f x The following forms:
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It comes out and expresses -- it is presuming the following parameter.
The mixing rate of each element distributioni     The average of each element distributioni
Standard deviation of each element distributioni
It carries out. Next, mixed distribution of two normal distributions is analysed. Suppose from the left that they 
are the axial value (horizontal axis) which gives the contour  line of 0 by a= 0  lowest stage of Fig.3 x1, x2, x3, and
x4. 
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It becomes. 4)
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Give easy calculation for these. 2121 ,,, . 1 2, . It is equal to the position of the x-axis of the contour line 0 of 
the middle of Fig. 2.  Moreover 1 2,  -- it can ask by easy simultaneous equations. 
1 1 2 1 2 1 2 3 4 2 4 3
1 1 1 1, ,
2 2 2 2
x x x x x x x x                                   (12) 
It can be easily drawn by solving simultaneous equations. 
It is easy to calculate dignity 1 and 2 by simultaneous equations. 
Specific point alpha Value of the observational data which can be set    It carries out. 
The following simultaneous equations are realized. 
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Or to make simultaneous equations so that it may become equal to the value of two points. 
5. The numerical example over pollen dispersion data 
The health hazard caused by cedar pollen becomes a major issue an early spring in Japan. We use the pollen 
dispersion data in the observation point in Kasama-City of 2004 which is downloaded from Homepage of the 
Ministry of the Environment of Japan.   The Ministry of the Environment of Japan is announcing the pollen 
dispersion situation every hour of from February 1st to May 31st on the homepage. 
Cedar pollen problem, Hay fever is the illness which starts allergies, such as a sneeze and a runny nose, by the 
pollen of plants, such as a Japan cedar and a cypress, becoming a cause. It is also called seasonality allergic rhinitis. 
If think about to the Kanto area is taken for an example, scattering of cedar pollen will start around in February, and 
scattering will decrease late in April. And scattering of the department pollen of a cypress starts and it continues till 
around the end of May. 
 
Fig. 3. Wavelet Analysis for Bandwidth=7 Kernel Estimation   Fig.4. Wavelet Analysis for Bandwidth=4 Kernel Estimation 
Conditions, such as a sneeze, a runny nose, nasal congestion, itchiness, a feeling of a foreign substance of eyes, is 
in a tendency worsening in proportion to the amount of scattering of pollen. Then, we try to divide into distribution 
of Japanese cedar pollen and cypress pollen.. 
The upper row of Fig.3 shows the density function of kernel estimation, and the middle shows the analysis by a 1st 
order gauss wavelet, and the lower berth shows the analysis according to a Mexican hat wavelet.  
The following parameter was obtained like the formula (12). 
0.6045954 41 161 1 1
0.203625 75 102 2 2
      (18) 
f
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Using this result, the result of the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test is shown below. 
 
 
Fig. 5. GMM Estimation & Kernel Estimation                                          Fig. 6.  Kolmogorov-Smirnov Test 
The alternative hypothesis is that Kernel Density and GMM Estimation are from different continuous 
distributions.  The result h is 1 if the test rejects the null hypothesis at the 5% significance level and 0 otherwise. 
Now h= 0, Asymptotic p-value of the test is 0.0691 and Test statistic 0.18. From now on, the distribution situation of 
a Japan cedar and a cypress is separable. The Fig.4 is the analysis to Kernel Density of Bandwidth=4. 
If the correspondence to a detailed change is required, it is necessary to make Bandwidth small, and precise analysis 
is required to make a scale small. 
6. Conclusion 
In this research, the new solution which solves a GMM problem using continuation Wavelets transform was 
proposed, and the validity was verified. The feature of the solution of this research is as follows. Continuation 
Wavelets transform is used. It is easily analysed using a contour line figure. After reading zero point from a graph or 
an output file, a solution can be calculated by easy alignment calculation. It is resetting the main part of experiment 
analysis to theoretical analysis as a future subject. 
Although we set the parameter using the scale value which becomes the maximum wavelet power spectrum, for 
more suitable analysis, interactive analysis becomes more effective considering these methods as one standard. Also 
about the determination of bandwidth in Kernel density estimation, each rule has the feature, and it is hard to say 
that one method may not be recommended to use. Although both of scale in Wavelets Analysis and Bandwidth in 
Kernel Density Probability Estimation relate to expressional circumstantiation. But, the setup should be made by the 
purpose of use.   
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